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margaret kimball
Studio I | Art 266 | Fall 2009

Time:  M/W 8 - 10:50am
Classroom:  201

Office:  Graduate Studios
Hours:  by appointment

E:  margikimball@gmail.com
 T:  203.525.1920

materials
Sketchbook

18 x 24” Strathmore 80 lb. pad

Pencils (2H, 4H, 2B, 4B, 6B)

Erasers

White artist’s tape

Reference photograph

(Option: actual plant)

timeline
8/24 - Brainstorm

8/26 - Photograph/sketches

8/31 - Develop sketch/final

9/2 - Work on final drawing

9/9 - Critique!

flap

mat board

drawing

The University of Arizonaillustration
project one:  botanical illustration (pencils) 

objective
This assignment is an intense study of tone, shape and line through the use of a range of 
graphite pencils, from soft to hard.  The most important objective is that you explore and 
use a vast range of tonalities (and thus various pencil types) thereby demonstrating your 
ability to see and translate depth, dimension and tonal range.

in class
8/24 - Introduction to Project One  
8/26 - Bring botanical photographs to class; demo with pencils/mounting; THUMBS
8/31 - My presentation; studio; SKETCHES
9/2 - Student presentation; studio; PROGRESS
9/7 - Labor Day; NO CLASS
9/9 - Project Due

description
We will be creating technical, botanical illustrations for this first assignment.  Again, 
the objective here is to translate three-dimensional objects to a two-dimensional space, 
capturing the depth and alive-ness of real life.  In order to do this, a range of pencils 
and erasers must be used.  Graphite is, one imagines, a primordial tool and most often 
the beginning tool for any illustrator; thus, its mastery is imperative.  The botanical 
illustration project offers a chance to demonstrate precision, clarity and information in a 
beautiful, diagrammatical way.

process
1.  Take or find a photograph of a plant
 - B/w is ideal, or color with a clear range of tones
 - Range of textures and surfaces
 - Interesting light source
 - If color photo, obtain b/w photocopy of image
 Option:  Draw from an actual plant; must be portable
2.  Create thumbnails to determine composition (various crops, zooms, etc)
3.  Create large-scale sketches (8 x 10” or larger) of composition
4.  Practice techniques of mark-making (ie. different textures, lines, etc.)
5.  Develop final drawing (18 x 24”)
6.  Spray fixative on final drawing (OUTSIDE!)
7.  Mount illustration
8.  Critique!

presentation
After fixing your illustration, mount the drawing onto black 
mat board using mounting spray.  All spraying is to be done 
outside.  There should be a 2 or 3” margin on three sides 
of the mounting board, and a 1/2 or 1” larger space on the 
bottom.  Lastly, create a black flap to cover the illustration for 
protection.  Techniques for all of this will be shown in class.


